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1. Initiated Enactus, January 2018; Core Team Recruitment, Feburary
2018; Research and Development, Project Planning:
Enactus was established in Shaheed Rajguru College on 19th January 2018. The core
team was recruited the following month with an objective in mind; to build a better
world. What followed was 8 months of tireless research about the societal evils, out
of which was born Project Pehchaan.

2. Orientation Programme, September 2018:
Enactus Orientation 2018 was held on 3rd September, 2018. The team witnessed an
overwhelming response to the proposed project, Pehchaan. The orientation marked
the beginning of the Enactus journey in Shaheed Rajguru College by opening
member applications to the students.

3. Member Recruitment, August 2018:
Receiving over 200 hundred applications, the students went through a rigorous
selection process panned over a week. The core team witnessed unbridled
enthusiasm and passion of the students who wanted to work towards the idea of a
better world, and selected 40 of the brightest and compassionate minds to be a part
of the team.

4. Project Pehchaan Inaugural, October 2018:
On 16th October, 2018 Enactus Shaheed Rajguru College, as an initiative of Project
Pehchaan, hosted an outreach cum inaugural program. The program witnessed
inspirational speeches by Ramkali Ji, head of BSS; Dr. Payal Mago, Principal of
Shaheed Rajguru College followed by a heartfelt interaction between the students
and the transgenders. The interactive session provided the students with an
invaluable insight into the daily lives and struggles of the community. The speeches
were a source of immense motivation for the students and the members of the
community alike, to continue working towards achieving a common goal.

5. Skill Development Programme:
Another aspect of the project is; Skill Development. With 50+ participants from the
community, we conduct skill enhancement workshops on a regular basis, treating
the college premises as a training centre. In collaboration with experienced skill
enhancers and professionals, we facilitate the overall growth and development of
the community by exposing them to diverse skills ranging from Computer
Technology to Stitching. Under Skill Enhancement sessions, the LGBTQIA+
community regularly learns basic and professional skills under various heads such
as:

a) Academic Skills
As a University of Delhi certified course, the community is taught academic based
skills such as; Computer Technology, and Written and Oral English.

b) Vocational Skills
To ensure well-rounded growth of the community, they are also taught
employable skills under skilled professionals, which will open up new avenues of
generating income for the community. These include; Food Processing,
Personality Development, stitching, Makeup, Music and Yoga.

Taking pride in the work and effort put in by both Enactus and the community, 3
students performed a stunning yoga sequence during the Annual Sports Fest of the
College.

6. Launch of Sehej:
Project Pehchaan endeavours to empower the LGBTQIA+ community by creating
entrepreneurs under an organic, millet based food production and body-care social
enterprise, Sehej. 2 members of the community are employed to cook, pack and
deliver the cookies to our customers. To propagate sales and build customer base,
Sehej set up stalls in Venkateshwara College, Literary Fest, Eco Fest and Karvaan, the
Annual Cultural Fest of Shaheed Rajguru College.

